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Abstract

The α decay parameter in the processΩ− → ΛK− has been measured from a sample of 4.50 million unpolarizedΩ−
decays recorded by the HyperCP (E871) experiment at Fermilab and found to be[1.78± 0.19(stat) ± 0.16(syst)] × 10−2. This
is the first unambiguous evidence for a nonzeroα decay parameter, and hence parity violation, in theΩ− → ΛK− decay.
 2005 Elsevier B.V.
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Our knowledge of theΩ− hyperon and its decay
remains incomplete, despite its long and illustrio
role in particle physics. Its spin and parity have n
been firmly established,1 and it alone among the hy
perons has yet to exhibit parity violation in its tw
body weak decays. The Particle Data Group (PD
values of theα decay parameters of the three su
decays,Ω− → ΛK−, Ω− → Ξ−π0, and Ω− →
Ξ0π−, respectively−0.026± 0.023, +0.05± 0.21,
and+0.09± 0.14 [2], are consistent with zero, whe
α is a measure of the interference between theP - and
D-wave final-state amplitudes:

(1)α = 2 Re(P ∗D)

|P |2 + |D|2 .

A nonzero value ofα is manifest evidence of pa
ity violation. In contrast, all other hyperons ha
been shown to have nonzeroα decay parameters
The smallest are those of theΣ+ → nπ+ and the
Σ− → nπ− decays, both of which are 0.068; th
largest is almost unity:α = −0.980 in Σ+ → pπ0

decays[2]. The two-body nonleptonicΩ− decays are
expected to be nearly parity conserving[3], and hence
predominantlyP wave, implying a smallα decay pa-
rameter, which is consistent with the experimen
results.

Recently, we have reported evidence of parity
olation in an analysis of 0.96 millionΩ− → ΛK−
decays taken in the 1997 Fermilab fixed-target r
ning period, yielding αΩ = [2.07 ± 0.51(stat) ±
0.81(syst)] × 10−2 [4]. (Throughout this LetterαΩ

will refer only to theΛK− decay mode of theΩ−.)
We report here another measurement ofαΩ using 4.50
million events taken during the 1999 Fermilab fixe
target running period.

The experiment was mounted in the Meson Cen
beam line at Fermilab using an apparatus[5] built to
search forCP violation in hyperon decays (seeFig. 1).
A negatively charged secondary beam with an a
age momentum of 160 GeV/c was produced by stee
ing an 800 GeV/c proton beam onto a 60 mm lon
2 × 2 mm2 wide, Cu target. The target was followe

1 TheΩ− spin has not yet been determined, but measurem

have ruled outJ = 1
2 and are consistent with the quark-model p

diction ofJ = 3
2 ; see[1]. Throughout this Letter we assume that t

Ω− is spin-3 .
2
by a curved collimator embedded in a dipole mag
(“hyperon magnet”). TheΩ−’s were produced at a
average angle of 0◦, ensuring that their polarizatio
was zero. The secondary beam exited the collim
upward at 19.51 mrad relative to the incident pro
beam direction. A 13 m long evacuated pipe (“va
uum decay region”) immediately followed the col
mator exit. After the vacuum decay region was a hi
rate magnetic spectrometer employing nine multi-w
proportional chambers (MWPCs), four in front of
pair of dipole magnets (“analyzing magnets”), and fi
behind. Particles with the same sign as the secon
beam were deflected by the analyzing magnets to
beam-left side of the apparatus, and those with the
posite sign to beam-right. The highly redundant tra
ing system facilitated very high track-reconstructi
efficiencies. The trigger required the coincidence o
least one hit counter in each of the same-sign (SS)
opposite-sign (OS) hodoscopes situated on either
of the secondary beam (the LR subtrigger), along w
an energy deposit of at least≈ 40 GeV in the hadronic
calorimeter. This energy threshold was well below
60 GeV of the lowest-energy protons fromΩ− de-
cays, all of which entered the calorimeter, and ab
the energy where the calorimeter efficiency platea
at≈ 99%. Since there was a high probability that bo
the K− and theπ− would hit the SS hodoscope an
since the OS hodoscope had two layers of coun
the efficiency of the LR subtrigger was extremely hi
(≈ 99.5%). Events that satisfied the trigger were w
ten to magnetic tape by a high-rate data acquisi
system[6].

The analysis reported here is from data taken w
the negative-polarity secondary beam. The 29
lion recorded events were initially reconstructed a
separated according to event type using loose ev
selection cuts. This left a total of 56 million candida
events. The raw event information was preserved
this (as well as every subsequent) stage. Final ev
selection criteria were applied after careful study a
were tuned to maximize the signal-to-background
tio. The most important requirements were that: (1)
χ2/df for a geometric fit to the decay topology b
less than 2.5; (2) the distance-of-closest-approach
the tracks forming theΛ and Ω− decay vertices be
less than 4 mm; (3) thex andy separations from th
target center of the extrapolatedΩ− trajectory sat-
isfy the inequality(x/2.0 mm)2 + (y/2.2 mm)2 �
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Fig. 1. Plan view of the HyperCP spectrometer.
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1.0; (4) both theΩ− and theΛ decay vertices lie
at least 0.28 m (0.32 m) downstream (upstream
the entrance (exit) of the vacuum decay region,
that theΩ− vertex precede that of theΛ; (5) the
pπ−π− (π+π−π−) invariant mass be greater tha
1.355 GeV/c2 (0.520 GeV/c2), in order to eliminate
Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π− (K− → π+π−π−) decays;
(6) thepπ− andpπ−K− invariant masses be respe
tively within ±4.0 MeV/c2 (4.3σ ) and±8.0 MeV/c2

(5.0σ ) of the trueΛ and Ω− masses; and (7) n
particle have momentum less than 12 GeV/c. Af-
ter all these cuts the number of events remain
was 4.735 million. Monte Carlo simulation indicate
that 55.3% ofΩ− → ΛK− → pπ−K− decays for
which theΩ− exited the collimator passed these cu
The cuts that eliminated the greatest numbers of
nal events were thepπ−π− invariant mass and th
Ω− vertex requirements.

Fig. 2 shows thepπ−K− and pπ− invariant-
mass distributions after event selection cuts. T
background-to-signal ratio, determined using
double-Gaussian plus second-degree polynomia
to the invariant-mass distribution, is(0.33± 0.03)%
in the region within±5.0σ of the Ω− mass. The
background under thepπ− mass peak is less tha
half this. Dominant backgrounds were misreco
structedΞ− → Λπ− → pπ−π− decays andΩ− →
Ξ0π− → Λπ0π− → pπ−π−γ γ decays.

TheΩ− alpha parameter was measured through
asymmetry in theΛ → pπ− decay distribution. In the
decay of an unpolarizedΩ− to aΛ and aK−, theΛ

is produced in a helicity state with its helicity given b
αΩ [7]. Hence the decay distribution of the proton
thatΛ rest frame in which theΛ direction in theΩ−
rest frame defines the polar axis—the lambda heli
frame shown inFig. 3—is given by

(2)
dN

d cosθ
= N0

2
(1+ αΩαΛ cosθ),

whereθ is the polar angle of the proton andαΛ is the
alpha decay parameter inΛ → pπ−. Since theΛ de-
cay direction in theΩ− rest frame changes from eve
to event, so too does the polar axis of the lambda
licity frame along which theΛ polarization must lie:
knowledge of the direction of the putativeΛ polariza-
tion is of enormous importance as it greatly minimiz
biases. The analysis “locks in” to the changing dir
tion of theΛ polarization. Biases, on the other han
such as uncorrected detector inefficiencies, are fixe
the laboratory frame. Hence the lambda helicity fra
analysis acts much like a lock-in amplifier, except t
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it the
Fig. 2. Thepπ−K− (left) andpπ− (right) invariant-mass distributions, after all cuts except the respective mass cuts. Arrows delim
accepted mass regions.
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Fig. 3. The lambda helicity frame.

it locks into a known direction rather than a know
frequency.

The proton cosθ acceptance was measured and c
rected for using a hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) tec
nique that has been used in many similar such m
surements[8]. Monte Carlo events were generated
taking all parameters from real events except the p
ton and pion direction in the rest frame of theΛ. An
isotropicΛ → pπ− decay was generated, and the p
ton and pion were boosted back into the laborat
frame using the realΛ momentum. Their trajectorie
were then traced through the apparatus, with the
tector responses simulated where appropriate (u
measured efficiencies), and all MWPC wire hits n
associated with the real proton and pion tracks k
The simulation included multiple scattering and slo
dependent multiple-wire hit probabilities which we
tuned to match data. The HMC simulated the data
tremely well, as is evident by the smallχ2/df in the
matching of the real and HMC proton distributions
the lambda helicity frame (see discussion below). R
and HMC distributions of proton and pion tracks
various places along the spectrometer also showed
cellent agreement. The HMC proton and pion trac
in conjunction with the real kaon, were required to s
isfy the trigger requirements, and were reconstruc
by the standard track-finding program, with the sa
cuts applied to all parameters formed from them t
were applied to the real events. Ten accepted H
events were used for each real event. If over 300 g
erated HMC events were required to get the ten, t
both the real and associated HMC events were
carded; this eliminated regions of low acceptance
reduced the computer time needed for the analysi
eliminated 4.9% of the events. Increasing the up
limit beyond 300 events had no effect on the result

Since the HMC events were generated with a u
form proton cosθ distribution, each accepted HM
event was then weighted by

(3)W = 1+ S cosθf

1+ S cosθr

,
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whereS is the slope (to be determined) of the pr
ton cosθ distribution andθf andθr are, respectively
the HMC (“fake”) and real proton polar angles
the lambda helicity frame. Note that in the absen
of a background correctionS = αΩαΛ. The numer-
ator in Eq.(3) in effect polarizes the HMC sample
while the denominator removes the polarization b
accrued from using parameters from real polarizedΛ

decays. To facilitate handling the unknown slopeS,
the weights, binned in cosθf , were approximated b
the polynomial series expansion

W ≈ (1+ S cosθf )
[
1− S cosθr + (S cosθr)

2

(4)− · · · + (S cosθr)
10].

The polynomial coefficients, which depend only
cosθf and cosθr , were summed, and thenS was ex-
tracted by minimizing theχ2 difference between th
real and weighted HMC proton cosθ distributions.
The error was determined by finding the variation
S needed to increaseχ2 by one. It includes the un
certainty in the acceptance as determined by the H
events.

The analysis procedure was extensively chec
by Monte Carlo simulation. Monte CarloΩ− →
ΛK− → pπ−K− events were simulated using th
real hodoscope, MWPC, and calorimeter efficienc
and required to pass the same cuts as the real
These were analyzed by the HMC analysis code.
input and extracted values ofαΩαΛ were found to be
consistent over a wide range ofαΩ input values, with
an average difference of(0.017± 0.042)× 10−2. As a
cross-check, 78 000Ξ− → Λπ− → pπ−π− decays
available from the same dataset were analyzed u
exactly the same analysis program, with selection
teria tuned for theΞ− decay. The fit to the proto
cosθ distribution was good, withχ2/df = 14/19. The
correct sign ofαΞαΛ was found, which is opposite th
sign of our value ofαΩαΛ, and the magnitudes of th
measured and PDG values ofαΞαΛ were consisten
within the statistical errors.

A total of 4 504 896 real events were analyzed
the method described above. The real and weigh
HMC proton cosθ distributions are shown inFig. 4,
and the differences between the real and HMC p
ton cosθ distributions, weighted and unweighted, a
shown inFig. 5. The nonisotropic nature of the re
proton cosθ distribution, compared to the isotrop
.

Fig. 4. The real (lines) and weighted HMC (points) proton cosθ dis-
tributions. The total number of HMC events has been scaled d
by a factor of 10.

Fig. 5. The relative differences between the real(Nr ) and HMC
(Nf ) proton cosθ distributions for unweighted (top) and weighte
(bottom) HMC events. The total number of HMC events has b
scaled down by a factor of 10.

cally generated HMC distribution, is clear from th
top plot of Fig. 5. It is unambiguous evidence of
nonzeroα decay parameter. The bottom plot sho
the same comparison, except that the HMC eve
have been weighted by the best-fit value ofS. The ex-
tracted slope of the proton cosθ distribution isS =
(1.16± 0.12) × 10−2 with χ2/df = 23/19, where the
error is statistical.

To extractαΩαΛ from the proton cosθ slope, the
small background contribution toS was subtracted. To
estimate the proton cosθ slope from the backgroun
events the same analysis procedure was performe
five sideband regions, three below and two above
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Fig. 6. The value ofαΩαΛ vs. theΩ− momentum.

Fig. 7. Run-by-run values of the proton slopeS. The dashed line
represents the best-fit value.

Ω− mass region. The average sideband proton cθ

slope was found to beSsb = (7.2 ± 3.0) × 10−2, with
averageχ2/df = 19/19. No mass dependence ofSsb
was apparent. The contribution toS of the background
under the mass peak was corrected for by subtrac
the appropriate fraction ofSsb from S, givingαΩαΛ =
[1.14± 0.12(stat)]× 10−2. Note that this correction i
only a 1.7% effect.

The stability of the result was studied as a funct
of several parameters. The value ofαΩαΛ was inde-
pendent of theΩ− momentum, as shown inFig. 6, and
there was no dependence on thez location of theΩ−
decay vertex. The non-background-subtracted slopS,
measured on a run-by-run basis for all 175 runs in
dataset, shows no evidence of a temporal depend
(seeFig. 7).

Systematic errors were small because of the h
efficiencies of the spectrometer elements and
cause of the power of the lambda helicity fram
analysis. The dominant systematic errors are lis
in Table 1. The effects of uncertainties in dete
tor inefficiencies—MWPCs, trigger hodoscopes, a
hadronic calorimeter—onαΩαΛ were found to be
negligible. No statistically significant difference inS
was found between using perfect and measured de
 -

Table 1
Systematic errors

Source Error (10−2)

Event selection cut variations 0.088
Validation of analysis code 0.042
Background subtraction uncertainty 0.024
Detector inefficiency uncertainties 0.010
Analyzing magnets field uncertainties 0.006

tor efficiencies when simulating the HMC proton a
pion. The combined effect of the uncertainties in
fields of the analyzing magnets, 5.5 G, was also ne
gible. A small fraction of the daughterπ−’s andK−’s
decayed before exiting the apparatus. (Approxima
0.7% of theπ−’s decayed before the last MWPC
The effect of such decays onαΩαΛ was studied using
Monte Carlo events and data and found to be n
ligible. The error in the background subtraction w
estimated by assuming that the error in the aver
sideband slopeSsb was equal to the average sideba
slope,δSsb = 7.2 × 10−2, and using a 25% error i
the background-to-signal ratio, both very conserva
assumptions. It too is negligible.

The largest systematic uncertainty was the sens
ity of the measurement to the values of the cuts use
define the data sample. The most important were
cuts on thepπ− andpπ−K− invariant masses and
less importantly, the 12 GeV/c minimum momentum
cut. The effect of changes in these cut values
0.088×10−2. The total systematic error, including th
upper limit in the uncertainty of the MC validation o
the analysis program(0.042× 10−2), is 0.10× 10−2.
This is a factor of five reduction in the systematic
ror of 0.52× 10−2 reported in the analysis of the 199
data[4]; most of the improvement comes from inco
porating the measured detector and track-finding in
ficiencies into the HMC simulation in this analysis.

To summarize, we find from a sample of 4 504 8
Ω− → ΛK− → pπ−K− decays the valueαΩαΛ =
[1.14± 0.12(stat) ± 0.10(syst)] × 10−2. UsingαΛ =
0.642 ± 0.013 [2], αΩ is found to be [1.78 ±
0.19(stat) ± 0.16(syst)] × 10−2, where the contri-
bution of the uncertainty in the value ofαΛ to the
systematic error is negligible. Our measurement r
resents a factor of nine improvement in precision o
the current PDG value. It is 1.9σ from the PDG aver-
age of(−2.6±2.3)×10−2, and opposite in sign. Thi
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measurement is consistent with the recent result we
ported[4] from an independent analysis of data tak
in the 1997 fixed-target running period, but with a fa
tor of four smaller error. With a magnitude that is 7.2σ

from zero, it represents unambiguous evidence of
ity violation in theΩ− → ΛK− decay. As predicted
αΩ is small; indeed it is the smallest of all theα para-
meters that have been measured in the two-body w
decays of hyperons.
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